MULTI-PURPOSE
DISPOSER TOOL
Rubber rings are provided with
your Tool.
To determine the
appropriate size for your sink
throat, please refer to the type of
mounting system used on your
food waste disposer. For a 3-Bolt
Mount system use two large rings
on the Tools core. For all other
mounting systems use one large
ring on the top and one small ring
on the bottom of the core.

READ ALL DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY,
PRIOR TO USING WITH A FOOD
WASTE DISPOSER.

The Disposer Tool easily cleans
food from plates, pans and dishes.
Scrape the food right into your
disposer.

FOOD PLUNGER
Now you MAIL
can
safely push food
YOUR ORDER TO:
down into the disposer chamber
without getting your hands dirty
by using the Disposer Tool.

+
RINGS

Separate the rings from the core
and place all three items in the
dishwasher. If stains persist, you
may try bleach to clean the core.

=
CORE

ASSEMBLED

Once the rings are on the core,
your Disposer Tool is ready for use.

Next, soak the appropriate size
rings in hot tap water for 30
seconds. (continued...)

CUTLERY GUARD
DISH SCRAPER

This will make the rings more
pliable and easier to put onto the
core.

When you are not using the
Disposer Tool, you can rest the
bottom ring on the sink flange to
stop silverware and other small
items from falling into the disposer,
while still allowing the water to
drain into the disposer.

SINK STOPPER
By pushing the Disposer Tool down
to the top ring, you can plug your
sink.
For easy removal, do not push the
top ring of the tool below the the rim
of the sink hole.

DO NOT OPERATE YOUR DISPOSER
WITH THE DISPOSER TOOL IN THIS
POSITION AS YOU MUST HAVE WATER
RUNNING DURING DISPOSER
OPERATION.

Manufacturer is to be held
harmless for damage or injury that
is caused by product misuse or
neglect.
YOUR DISPOSER SHOULD NOT BE
OPERATED WITHOUT A SPLASH GUARD
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.
Using your Disposer Tool while
running your disposer without the
splash guard and/or with the
Disposer Tool in the Plug/Stopper
position will cause damage to
your Tool and relieves the product
and disposer manufacturers of all
liability.

